
Skill Acquisition

An externally
paced skill is

when the
performer has
no control over

the start or
speed of the

skill.

Gross skill V Fine skill

Skill - a learned ability
to bring about

predetermined results
with minumum outlay

of time, energy or both.

Movement having a definite
beginning and ending

The precision of the movement
The environment affecting the

performance of the skill

Skills can be classified based on
three factors -

 
1.

2.
3.

OPEN v CLOSED

BASIC v COMPLEX

SELF-PACED v EXTERNALLY PACED

GROSS V FINE 

There are several ways
of classifying skills -

Open skills V Closed skills

Open skills occur
in variable and
unpredictable

environments -
the opponent is
always different
and is affected

by the
environment.

Closed skills take
place in a stable
and predictable

environment,
where a

response can be
planned.

Simple skills V Closed skills

Simple skill is
one that a

player finds
easy and

needs little
concentration
to complete.

Complex skill
requires full

concentration -
if a player is
distracted its
unlikely that

the skill will be
completed

successfully.

Self paced skill V Externally paced skill

A self-paced
skill is when

the performer
controls the

start and
speed of a skill.

A gross skill is a
skill that uses large

muscle groups
which do not need
to be very precise.

A fine skill is a skill that
uses smaller muscle
groups which are
more intricate and

must be very precise

A discrete skill will
have a clear

beginning and end.

A serial skill contains
several discrete skills in
order to make a more

integrated movement or
routine.

A continuous skill
has no clear

beginning or end
and one part may

into another so that
the skill continues

It is important to remember
that skills can be classified
within a continuum. Many

skills do not sit at one end of
the continuum, but

somewhere in the middle. 

OPEN CLOSED


